Trihyperbolicparaboloid
One of the most economical roof systems I can think of is a hexagonal structure needing
only nine rigid members.
This structure combines three hyperbolic
paraboloids to form a hexagonal roof
structure that can be mounted on three posts
under the feet of the three central pieces.
The other three points may need tension
from wires between them to keep them from
being pulled upwards by the roof tension
Alternatively, the entire structure could be
supported by a single sturdy post in the center. Just for
fun, an obnoxious art piece might be fabricated by
putting a model of this upside down on a trunk of some
kind, for a shade tree.
A Prototype
The perimeter beams for this prototype were cut from
10’ lengths of ½” conduit, that were cut in half. The cut
lengths of the three central pieces were 6’3”. All the
ends were flattened, and drilled with ¼” holes, centered
½” in from the ends.
The longer pieces were joined together at the
top by three strips of punched strap as shown
here.
These pieces were joined to the perimeter
pieces by 1-1/2” I.D. rings of #9 gauge
galvanized wire (as used for tension wires at
the bottoms of chain link fences). These rings
were welded shut – after the pieces were in
place, obviously.
Three cables terminated on one end by
turnbuckles were then fabricated to connect
between the tripod ends.
Since we are dealing with a three
dimensional surface, the landscape
fabric (weed block) was cut into strips
18” wide.
The edges and seams were held in

place by safety pins and plastic clamps, and then
glued together and to the framework by an
elastomeric solar roof coating from a plastic squeeze
bottle.

With a little thought, this frame can fold up nicely.
After the entire surface was covered and coated with the
solar roof coating, I verified that the whole thing could be
folded into a convenient bundle for moving or storage.
Three metal fence posts were drilled with 3/8” holes about 2” from the top, and fitted with
¼” openable chain links. They were then driven into the ground at a spacing adequate to
stretch the three points of the tripod (please drive them straighter than I did).

If the non-supported corners of the hexagon
are too high or too low, their position may be
adjusted by the span of the connecting cables.
The clamps can provide the coarse
adjustments, and the turnbuckles can fine
tune the distances.
Alternatively, you could simply use 6 posts
and eliminate adjustment cables altogether.
The area of this 10’ diameter hexagon is
just under 64 square feet, and it’s total weight
(not counting the posts) is only twenty
pounds! The total retail materials cost in 2022
was less than $150.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM PROTOTYPE:
The membrane materials are organic, and therefore their dimensions can change with time,
temperature, and exposure. Dimensional stability would therefore require backing them up
with wire or cables between opposing sides of each of the three faces. I would recommend at
least two cables at the one-third points, connecting opposing sides.
Such stability would likely make it possible to eliminate the adjusting cables and their
hardware. These would need to be replaced either by weights, or vertical wires to hold down
each of the three unsupported points. An additional benefit of this is that it would free up
head room.

